
This flyer is different and not the same!

It invites you to try an experiment, to do something other than a demo. Start 
to change the world directly rather than asking, praying or hoping that others 
will it do it for us or on our behalf.

We all know that our system is going straight into the wall, inequalities are 
rising both here in this city as well as in France, Europe, Africa and between 
the South and the North. We feel that it will not go on like this for centuries: 
the Earth is showing signs of exhaustion. Oil, gas and drinking water will soon 
run out here, there and everywhere.

The international networks, Global Minga and Climate Justice Action, are 
calling for a week of action around the world between 12 and 16 October 

2010. In France, we are launching this slogan : STOP TOTAL

We’re  crammed  with  ideas  to  get  out  of  the  logic  of  powerlessness  and 
fatalism.  We  suggest  you  come  and  see  for  yourself  on  Saturday 16 
October  2010  in  Le  Havre.  Meet  at  10am  outside  the 
station. People are welcome from Friday afternoon.

There, a procession will leave together, to give themselves the right in the city 
centre to: remove ads, sow seeds, visit a supermarket like you’ve never done 
before,  to  file  a  lawsuit  against  Total  to  give  priority  to  people  in  cars  … 
What’s all this, don’t be afraid it’s direct action!

You’re waiting for the opportunity to discover what kind of action to do, you 
are looking for places where to find a lot of people, you want to do something 
other than protests, petitions and debates?

Come with good shoes, your criticisms of Total, shovels and spades for the 
guerrilla gardener, marker pens and posters for the anti-ad, your bike to be 
stronger together than cars, stuff to eat, plastic bottles to make a giant 
sculpture in memory of the oil industry …

In the afternoon, the procession will leave to storm the largest refinery in 
France, to transform it if possible, talk with employees and know that from 16 
October, the fear will change sides. We’ve had enough. We want the joy and 
determination.

Each person is required. Several hundred is a great day with several 
thousand, the balance of power changes. And if there is more?

 

System change, not climate change!
For more details check out: campclimat.org


